
1- The chromosomes of a male and female are

:i'::,'.vn. Different alleles of each gene are pictured.

Draw chromosomes in the circle (child)to show a

possible combination of chromosomes that their

offspring could have.

2. Eye color of offspring is a resuh of varying alleles; brown eyes are the result of a

dominant allele, while blue eyes are the result of a recessive allele. Parents who are

both heterozygous dominant had four offspring represented in this Punnett square.

Select the offspring that would be carriers of the allele for blue eyes but not have

blue eyes, by placing a check mark on the correct area in the square.

3- lnheritance of traits is dependent on the passing of genes from parents to
offspring. Using the partial set of DNA nucleotides, complete the

complementary RNA base paring.
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4- the table describes four ways humans are interacting with the
ir:,'i;'onment. Move the effects of these actions to the matching
ca use.
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5- Wolves are the main predators of a population of deer. The deer
population decreases due to a temporary drought. Move the effects
that result from the change into the blank boxes in the correct order
of events.
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6- A scientist is studying the food chain of a small

island. There is only one kind of plant and one species

of lizard which eats the plant. They determine that
there is a direct relationship between the number of
living plants on the island and the pop. Of the lizards;

for every 5 plants, the island supports 2lizards.

First choose and place the axis titles, then create a line

that represents the relationship between the lizard

and plant populations on the island.
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7- Create a balanced equation showing the
reactants and products of photosynthesis.
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8- ln this food chain, the producer contains 1000 units of energy. Move a

;:umber label into each blank box to show how much energy would be found

at the other trophic levels.
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9- Move each organism in to a blank box to

nitrogen cycle.

show its position in the
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10- Three metabolic pathways for sugar in a cell are shown. Move the

products of each pathways into the blank box next to it. (More than

one product can be used per box)
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11- Photosynthesis and respiration are chemically similar
processes, but have important differences. Place the following
items in the correct boxes based on whether they are associated

with photosynthesis or respiration.
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12- Place the appropriate labels in the blank boxes to show the
, .::.:rll reaction for cellular respiration.

Embryos and EYolutlonary Hlstory

Cellular Resplratlon

Products

13- Fish, reptiles, bird and human embryos share some

common characteristics during certain developmental stages.

When each type of embryo develops normally it changes in

unique ways. Examine these pictures of embryos.

A. Determine which embryo(s) retain their tails by moving
Putting an X over the tail labels in the embryos that lose them.

B. Determine which ones retain gill slits by moving the Red X

over the Slit labels in the embryos that lose them

C. Determine which embryos develop lungs by labelling the
embryos with lungs in the embryo that grows them.Fish  Reptile
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14. One theory of primate evolution being explored by scientists is that over time, jaws evolved to be weaker concurrent
with brain size evolving to be larger. Use information you find in the
charts below to provide evidence for this theory. Place the Letters

for each skull in the correct section of the fossil record. There may

be multiple correct answers.
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16- Dictyosteiium discoideum ls a species of soil dwelling amoeba

commonly referred to as slime molds... in the phylogenetic tree shot,

select the branch or branches that are part of the same clade as

Dictyosteiium d, other than itself.

15. The anglerfish is a bony fish that lives in both benthic zones and areas near the continental shelf. Using the diagram

icle the two most significant adaptations for this fish species and explain why you chose them.
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17- The graph shows the percentage of three sizes of beetles in a population. Because of changes that occur in their
environment, the smaller and the larger beetles become easier targets for predation. Draw bars on the graph to show

the three beetle sizes after a few generations after a time in the environment. (you don't need perfect numbers, it is the
trend that is important)
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18- Finches show a wide diversity of beak depths among different
populations. Beak depth is the measurement of the beak's size from the

top to bottom at its base.

o Draw circles around the two images of beak depths that are most

likely to be found in an environment where the consumable seeds

are very small.

o Draw squares around the birds that you think would compete with
each other during a drought year where seeds are hard and tough

19- When a neuron is a rest there is a difference in charge between the

inside and outside of the cell membrane. Place positive ions signs (+) on

either side of the membrane to reflect this difference in charge between

the inside and outside of the cell membrane.
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21- Endothermic (warm blooded) organisms undergo

physiological changes in order to maintain a constant internal

body temp. The changes occur in response to temperature

changes in the outside environment. Using the variables

given, create a graph to show an organism's physiological

response to change in outside temperature to maintain

constant internal body temperature.
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20- Mammals rely on specialized parts or organs to
work together as a system in order to perform

specific roles necessary to survive. Circle the organs

from the list that will help the mammal be able to
move.
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22- A rhododendron tree growing outside has many structures to
i. -.ip it !ive. There are three structures labeled on the tree. Write the
purpose of each structure in the box using the list. You may not use

them all.

23. Animals with a circulatory system require blod to deliver oxygen

to muscles in order for muscles to function properly. lF muscle

exertion increases the organism must ensure that it can deliver

enough oxygen to the muscles to accommodate this increase in

exertion. Graph the appropriate physiological response that would

occur in an organism as the speed of their running increases
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24-The central dogma of molecular biology describes how cells use

information to produce functional molecules that carry out the

biochemical functions of life. From the list of types of molecules below,

select those that are involved in this process and arrange them in
chronological order.
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25- Match the biological molecules with their roles in gene expression.
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26- Match the organ systems with
their functions.
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27. A hummingbird has many structures in its body to help it live.

..i. Move an example of a structure that helps the bird's behavior into the
behavior box.

B. Move an example of a structure that
the survival box.

C. Move an example of a structure that
reproduction box

Organerle

Trahslated
language

D. Move an example of a structure that helps the hummingbird grow into the
growth box.

28- These images show examples of cellular organizations in the human body.

Order the examples from the highest level of organization to the lowest by moving

each image into the correct location in the column.
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helps the bird reproduce into the
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29- Genetic expression requires translating between different molecular
languages. ldentify which organelle is responsible for genetic translation and the
languages it translates by moving he correct options to the appropriate blank

boxes.
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30- Continued global warming will have long term consequences for ecosystems and environmental quality. Select the
environmental impacts of global warming.
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